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Dissecting Foucault’s Hidden Network of Power

In ‘Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison’ Michel Foucault studies several punitive 

expeditions of the 18th and 19th century (Foucault, 1975). His main goal was to describe discursive 

formations of power and knowledge from a genealogical-historical perspective. While Foucault’s 

work might be related to other post-structuralist philosophers (for example Lévi-Strauss, 

Althusser, Barthes and Deleuze), he mainly focussed on the genealogy and archaeology of 

history, knowledge and power through mutations of epistemes. 

This article pays special attention to the third part of Foucault’s book; Panopticism. Drawing on 

Bentham’s imaginary Panopticon, Foucault describes the ‘hidden network of power’ that is formed 

and articulated throughout society. According to Foucault, the Panopticon is a mechanism based 

on conscious and permanent visibility to assure automatic and disindividualized power relations; 

a model for defining power relations via an architectural and optical system. A subject placed 

inside the panoptic prison believes (s)he’s constantly observed (even though (s)he can’t see the 

one who’s watching or knows if (s)he’s actually being watched), eventually the observed will 

internalize the panoptic gaze and discipline his- or herself. 

While Foucault acknowledges that the Panopticon was never built, he does regard the panoptic

prison as an exemplar or abstraction for defining power relations in society. According to 

Foucault, the Panopticon has a homogeneous and democratic affect because of the transparency of 

power. In the panoptic prison the distinctions between observer and observed are blurred, 

therefore power relations and spaces become dissymmetric and disseminated. The observer and 

the observed become entangled in the constant struggle between power-knowledge and the 

desire for order and disorder. In this society both participants become products of discontinue

and vertical positioning mechanisms of surveillance. In the light of Panopticism a new society is 

born: the ‘society of surveillance’ - a society where subjects are reconstructed and trapped inside 

the invisible network of power extensions.

On the one hand, Foucault’s Panopticism might be helpful to describe and explain universal 

power struggles that are haunting our mediated societies today. On the other hand, this approach 

attempts to describe power as autonomous, vertical and hierarchical structures that assemble our 

social world. Thereby focussing on discourse and neglecting other physical, cultural and non-

social forces that might be at work. From this perspective subjects are merely products of power 
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mechanisms, while ignoring the fact that societies consist of hybrid and dynamic networks 

distributed among multiple agents (not only humans, but objects as well). Foucault seems to 

replace society and reality for power ties in which reality and society are ‘really’ built. Thus, he 

appears to state that power structures are ‘behind’ or ‘reinforce’ reality and society as we know it, 

thereby disregarding that reality/society/knowledge/science/power could be interpreted as flows 

that move through and create new information networks. Even though this is not the place to 

describe at length what I mean with these information networks. I will try to broadly portray its 

form. It’s a place where hierarchy and vertical constructions are broken down into rhizomatic and 

flattened nodes; a place of continuous change; a place with no overall structure; a place of 

complexity; a place created by and with multiple agents; a place that’s mostly unknown (Deleuze

& Guattari: 1980, Foucault: 1975). 
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